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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Hervey, Thomas.
Title: Thomas Hervey, Bible in shorthand, 1795
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 061
Extent: 0.2 cubic ft. (2 volumes)
Abstract: Contains one Bible written in shorthand in 1795.
Language: Materials entirely in English.

Administrative Information

Restrictions on Access
Unrestricted access.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
All requests subject to limitations noted in departmental policies on reproduction.

Citation
[after identification of item(s)], Thomas Hervey Bible in Shorthand, Archives and Manuscript Dept., Pitts Theology Library, Emory University.

Collection Description

Biographical Note
Thomas Hervey was a clergyman of the Church of England.

Scope and Content Note
This collection consists of a Bible written in shorthand in 1795.
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